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In our Top Ten Towns of Tuscany post we cover the first 5 cities worth visiting on any Tuscany road-trips or day-trips
from Florence: Lucca,A visit to a walled Tuscan city is a must, but which ones should be on your itinerary? San
Gimignano or Volterra? Cortona or Lucca? They each offer somethingFirstly, Tuscany boasts some of the finest cultural
cities in Italy such as Florence, Pisa and Lucca these cities boasts some magnificent historical buildings andAll of
Tuscany is dreamy, so choosing only ten magical towns from the entire Region is an arduous task. All of these places
deserve some time and a slow visit toVisit 10 small towns near Pisa and follow our tips to enjoy these beautiful
places.When travelling to a new place, make sure you prepare a list of towns and attractions you absolutely have to see
to make the most of your trip. If youre planningHeres a list of the top 10 hill towns in Tuscany, selected from the many
gorgeous medieval villages that dot our countryside.Check out our selection of 27 gorgeous beach towns in Tuscany you
definitely should add to your bucket list.Cortona is a charming town located in the Valdichiana 30 kilometres from
Arezzo and famous for being the setting of the bestselling book Under the Tuscan SunDiscover 10 charming small
towns in Tuscany. Explore Medieval gems like Volterra and Certaldo. Enjoy picturesque Suvereto and Lari with its
castle.Our post about 10 small towns near Florence was so popular that we decided to share more ideas about another
beloved area of Tuscany: in this article well The 10 Most Beautiful Towns in Tuscany. San Gimignano. Forget the
Seven Hills of Rome, San Gimignanos 15 towers are just as handsome and breathtaking. Lucca. Cortona.
Montepulciano. Suvereto. Fosdinovo. Barga. Pitigliano. Map of Tuscany with the best cities for tourists to visit, from
great Renaissance centers like Florence to Tuscan hill towns and famous spas.The two factions gave rise to several
powerful and rich medieval communes in Tuscany: Arezzo, Florence, Lucca, Pisa, and Siena. Balance between these
communes was ensured by the assets they held: Pisa, a port Siena, banking and Lucca, banking and silk.When it comes
to charming towns and cities, Tuscany wont let you down! Check out our selection of the top walled towns that you
cannot miss when wandering
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